Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
IP over WDM networks [1] are spreading very fast and even tier 1 providers have begun to encapsulate IP packets directly in the optical layer, avoiding the use of sophisticated middle layers such as ATM (Asynchronous Trans- fer Mode) or SONET/SDH (Synchronous Optical NETwork/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy).
The optical layer is managed through protocols like GMPLS (Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching) [2] or ASON (Automatically Switched Optical Network) [3] , while the IP layer is either integrated in a MPLS framework or uses standard intra-AS IP routing protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS.
Dynamic grooming of IP traffic over a wavelength routed optical network means that the two routing layers (IP and optical) interact, with deep impacts on Traffic Engineering (TE) and QoS provisioning. The interaction nature depends on the grooming algorithm, as well as on the amount of information (if any) exchanged between the two layers. This situation is very complex and its study is normally done via simulations with a modeling effort to reduce the problem complexity, e.g., without simulating packet level traffic, but with fluid models. Sivalingam et al. have presented an ns-2 based simulation tool for performance studies of WDM networks [4] . This simulator does not consider the problem of grooming and the WDM management layer is seen as a logical layer on top of an IP network (the standard ns-2 network layer) building virtual circuits on the packed switched routing layer, thus its "philosophy" is completely different from GANCLES.
From the perspective of performance analysis, a few recent studies started considering the problem of dynamic grooming [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , but, to the best of our knowledge, only simplistic models of the network dynamics associated to CBR Poisson traffic sources were used in these studies. More traditional studies such as [5] , [10] , [11] , [12] are based on the simplifying assumption that the traffic is static and "circuit-like." In a previous contribution [13] we discussed in detail the impact of realistic traffic models on dynamic grooming, showing the inherent interaction between the IP and the optical layer and its effect on the overall performance of the network. Traffic flows in this models share the resources on a virtual topology path following the max-min fairness criterion [14] , thus mimicking the ideal behavior of a bundle of TCP connections.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. In the first part we present GANCLES, making it available to the community for use in research and applications. A major achievement in GANCLES is that it allows the study of the interaction between four major drivers of the overall network performance: The adaptability of current data applications, that, being based on TCP, modify the transmission rate following the availability of resources. In particular the clear separation of the IP and Optical control planes, enables the correct definition of the IPO model (peer, augmented, overlay) [15] addressed with the simulation experiment, and the presence of elastic traffic makes the experiments representative of IP over Optical, relaxing the usual approximation based on CBR, bandwidth guaranteed traffic.
In the second part we present results for different, albeit not entirely new, dynamic grooming policies, comparing their behavior and highlighting the scenarios, conditions and performance indices that require proper, in-depth studies for the assessment of dynamic grooming policies and architectures. In this work we consider only the Overlay model, in part because it is impossible to include all different facets in a single work and in part because we think the Overlay model is the only one which is technologically foreseeable in the next future, and for this reason, the most interesting from the implementation point of view.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II describes thoroughly the simulation environment and the innovative features we introduced to study dynamic IP over WDM networks. In Sect. III we define some performance figures of IPO networks which can be studied by using GANCLES. Sect. IV is devoted to the discussion of results, both in a ring and on the NSF topology; Sect. V ends the paper and discusses future work enabled by GANCLES.
II. THE TOOL FEATURES AND ARCHITECTURE GANCLES [16] is an event-driven asynchronous simulator derived from ANCLES [17] . ANCLES has gradually evolved over the years to allow the simulation of elastic connections over IP networks, with a flow-level granularity, as described in [18] . A separate extension allows the study of different lightpath-level granularity in ASON-based wavelength-routed networks [19] .
GANCLES integrates the two network layers (from now on: the data-layer and the optical-layer), thus allowing the in-depth study of the interaction between them when a multi-layer network environment such as IP over WDM is considered. The objective of the simulator is to give researchers a useful tool to study new algorithms and protocols, to analyze network performance, to implement traffic engineering criteria, and to design QoS provisioning means in this multi-layer environment.
The simulator includes advanced tools to perform statistical analysis based on the "batch-means" technique [20] . Simulation experiments are stopped when the desired accuracy is reached on a selected set of performance parameters.
The tool allows the computation of a large number of performance indexes, both for the entire network and for selected traffic relations. Some of them are illustrated in more detail in Sect. III.
The network models simulated by the tool are composed of instances of three basic entities.
¢ NODES, which perform the routing functions at the IP and at the WDM layer, and implement the CAC and the grooming algorithms; NODES can be either pure OXCs (Optical Crossconnect), switching entire lightpaths, or include an IP router on top of the OXC, allowing for data-layer traffic injections/extraction and performing grooming operations; these nodes are named G-OXC (Grooming-OXC).
¢ CHANNELS, that accommodate the information transfer between either adjacent NODES or USER-NODE pairs; a CHANNEL can accommodate up to £ independent lightpaths. ¢ USERS, that acts as sources and sinks for the traffic flowing through the network; USERS can be both at the optical-layer, generating "circuit-like" requests of entire lightpaths, and connected directly to OXCs, or at the data-layer, connected to G-OXCs only and generating sub-wavelength requests that can follow one of three different "models:" i) traditional circuit-like requests, ii) Time Based (TB) best-effort requests, and iii) Data Based (DB) best-effort requests (See Sect II-C for further details). Simulations are specified with a formal grammar inherited from [17] and named ND. The number of CHANNELS and their data rates are expressed in number of fiber per link, number of wavelengths per fiber and finally, transmission capacity in Gbit/s per wavelength. The NODE architecture is described in detail discussing the interaction between the data-layer and optical-layer in Sect. II-B
A. IP over Optical architectures
One of the most important feature of GANCLES is enabling the implementation of dynamic grooming algorithms which refer to different IP over Optical (IPO) architectures as defined by RFC 3717 [15] . According to this RFC, when considering the control plane of an IPO network, three different interconnection models can be envisioned according to the amount of information exchanged between the IP and optical layer: Overlay, Augmented and Peer.
In the peer model, IP routers and OXC are considered peer network elements, thus the topology and other network information are completely shared by a unified control plane. In the overlay model, each layer performs its own routing functions since no information is exchanged between them. An intermediate architecture between these two is the augmented model, where some aggregated information from one routing instance is passed to the other, in general only from the optical to the IP layer, in order to allow this latter to take more informed decisions when submitting requests for additional resources.
The peer and the augmented model are appealing because sharing the knowledge base between the two layers allows running an integrated routing function, using, for instance, an auxiliary graph, as done in [5] . The integrated management enables a better usage of the overall network resources. However, both models seem not feasible in the near term due to the tight integration between the two levels and scalability issues regarding the amount of exchanged information. The overlay model is instead technically feasible, since it only requires the definition of a clear interface between the IP and optical level and dynamic lightpath capabilities in the optical level, which are being experimented in laboratories and research projects [21] .
Due to its specific implementation characteristics, GAN-CLES enables the study of scenarios with full, partial or no exchange of information between the data-layer and the optical-layer, therefore allowing the description of any of the grooming algorithms proposed so far in literature.
B. Physical and Logical Topology Management and Interaction
As mentioned before, in GANCLES nodes can be pure OXCs, that switch entire lightpaths from an ingress port to an egress port, or they can be G-OXCs that support subwavelength traffic flows and multiplex them onto wavelength channels through a grooming fabric. OCXs and G-OXCs can be mixed freely into a simulation experiment. It is possible to have both full opaque or full transparent crossconnects. Opaque OXCs allows full wavelength conversion; transparent OXCs have no conversion capabilities. Partially opaque OXCs, with limited conversion capabilities, are being implemented. A G-OXC is also a router, hence the transit traffic (not terminated in the router), can be groomed with incoming traffic. Sub-wavelength traffic can be generated and received only in G-OXCs.
When considering a multi-layer environment, with connections flowing between IP level nodes through an optical network, we need to distinguish the physical topology and the logical topology. The latter one is made of all the lightpaths established between G-OXCs over the physical topology according to some optical-level routing algorithms. The logical topology is used for routing at the data-layer (IP) and it is modified each time the grooming management entity triggers the establishment or release of some lightpaths.
Simulation in GANCLES are driven by the USERS, which collect requests from their associated call generators and forward them to the network, while acting as destinations for the connections coming from remote users. A simulation starts after GANCLES has acquired the simulation experiment description in ND. The description includes: (i) the network topology in terms of a weighted graph connecting USERS and NODES through CHANNELS; (ii) the traffic relations between USERS and the statistical characterization of sources; (iii) the selection of the routing, CAC and grooming algorithms adopted for the simulation run; (iv) a number of options concerning both the network operation and the simulation session management; (v) the performance indices to be measured.
When the simulation starts an optical-layer function independent from the selected RWA algorithm defines the set of available physical paths for each pair of OXCs/G-OXCs ordering them according to some specific criterion. Only this set can be used by the routing algorithm, reducing the routing problem complexity.
Every time a new lightpath is added or removed from the network by the optical-layer, the data-layer (logical) topology is changed. As done at the optical-layer, also in this case the set of possible logical paths between each G-OXC (router) pair is computed following a user-specified criterion. This task is extremely critical, because pathcomputing is very time consuming, hence the path selection criterion must be carefully defined depending on the datalayer routing algorithm selected (e.g., only one path need to be computed if Fixed Shortest Path routing is used).
Notice that the overall setup (and performance) of IPO networks is heavily influenced by technology constraints. We already mentioned opaque or transparent OXCs, but other constraints, such as simplex-or duplex-only lightpath management also come into play at the optical-layer. Similar constraints may arise if TE techniques are used at the datalayer. GANCLES allows the simulation of an arbitrary mix of these constraints.
Each time a USER generates a connection request, the grooming entity decides whether: (i) route it over the current topology; or (ii) ask the optical-layer to open one or more lightpaths (thus modifying the logical topology) and then route the request at the data-layer. In the first case, a datalayer CAC algorithm (if any) is executed for each of the paths being considered by the data-layer routing algorithm; if no path is found to route the incoming request in agreement with its QoS requirements, the request is dropped. In the second case, after the logical topology modification, the same data-layer routing and CAC are applied. As a general rule, in this case a connection can be refused only if the optical-layer was not able to modify the logical topology meeting the grooming algorithm requirements. For each request the grooming procedure may require an arbitrary mix of actions of type (i) and (ii), depending on the complexity of the algorithm implemented and on the model (peer, augmented, overlay) assumed for the IPO.
The interaction between the optical-layer and the datalayer lies at the core of dynamic grooming problems. This interaction is described in GANCLES (as in real networks) by the optical/IP control interface within G-OXCs. This simple and clear, though realistic, interface implementation is one of the innovative features of GANCLES.
Modifying the logical topology, the question arises whether all the traffic is re-routed or if only new connections follow the new available routes. GANCLES presently assumes the second option, but its modification for re-routing is trivial.
When an active connection terminates, the corresponding resources in the logical topology are released. This operation can lead to the release of some lightpaths if they are not carrying traffic anymore. In this case, paths at the IP level need to be recalculated again over the new logical topology. The specific lightpath releasing criteria (e.g., a given timelapse without traffic) can be specified by GANCLES user.
GANCLES implicitly assumes the utilization of a separated control plane (e.g., GMPLS) to keep each node informed of the network status. The control traffic is not considered in the performance measures.
C. Traffic Sources
The present release of GANCLES provides different types of call generators at both the data-layer and optical-layer. Each connection request is associated with the identifier of the destination USER, which is chosen accordingly to the traffic relations specified for the experiment.
The main traffic models implemented for the data-layer USERS are: CBR, ON-OFF CBR, Uniform VBR, Video VBR or Best-Effort with TB and DB model (see [17] ), while for the optical-layer USERS it is possible to generate lightpath requests according to Poisson traffic generators, but it is also possible to generate permanent and semipermanent lightpaths (see [19] ), a feature that enables adding constraints or static portions to the logical topology.
Since GANCLES has been developed mainly to study the interaction between IP (as data-layer) and the optical-layer, a more detailed explanation of the elastic traffic features of Best-Effort USERS is needed. As a general rule IP does not implement CAC functions and the congestion control is done reactively by TCP. As we discussed in [13] the elastic nature of present-day data applications cannot be disregarded if dynamic grooming is considered, because the feedback introduced by the closed-loop nature of TCP (and traffic aggregation does not destroy the feedback) has an enormous impact on the overall performance. We introduce two different models of elastic traffic. Both share the characteristic that a flow at the IP/Optical interface (see [22] for initial works on Optical-SLA).
A new performance measure can therefore be introduced, called the starvation probability , which complements more traditional metrics such as throughput, blocking probability, optical-layer overhead in opening and closing lightpaths, etc.
D. Routing Algorithms
Inheriting the terminology in [17] , whatever criterion is used to order the paths at both the optical-layer or data-layer, a primary path is always defined for each pair of NODES. All the other allowed paths are referred to as secondary paths.
Data-layer Routing
Several alternatives are available to route calls at data-level so as to take into account the dynamic load of the network. An important property of GANCLES is the possibility to simulate both source-based (e.g., MPLS-like) or hop-by-hop routing.
The following list enumerates the main routing algorithms implemented in GANCLES. The reader is referred to [17] for more details on this part and the relative references to the literature.
¢
Single Path Routing: only the primary path between the nodes is considered to route the connection. This is also known as Fixed Shortest Path.
Controlled & Uncontrolled Alternate Routing: if there is no space for the connection along the primary path, the secondary ones are investigated with different constraints (see [23] for details). Widest-Shortest Routing: this algorithm first identifies the minimum-hop-count paths and breaks ties by choosing, among the paths with the minimum hop count, the one with the maximum available bandwidth (see [25] for details). Optical-layer Routing There are different static and dynamic algorithms implemented for the routing of opticallayer requests. In the following only single-path routing algorithms are described, but the tool provides also for protective routing, with both dedicated or shared protection mechanisms (see [19] for more details).
If we use opaque OXCs, the wavelength continuity is necessary only in the transparent sections, i.e. the part of route connecting two opaque nodes. Allowing wavelength conversion in the opaque nodes implies that the wavelength assigned to the connection can be different in each transparent section. The main optical routing algorithms implemented in GANCLES are: ¢ Alternate Shortest Path: it selects the shortest from those paths where there is at least one wavelength available. Furthermore, Wavelength Assignment (WA) algorithms can be freely associated to any routing. WA algorithms include Random and First-Fit, and others can be added easily if required (details and references on optical-layer routing and RWA can be found in [19] ).
E. Grooming Algorithms
Grooming policies are the ensemble of algorithms and protocols that takes the decisions regarding possible changes of the current logical topology each time a data-layer request arrives or leaves the network. When new logical links need to be installed, two factors must be determined: how many of them must be set up and between which OXCs.
The decision to route the incoming requests over the existing logical topology or to establish new lightpaths to create more room for them can lead to different network performances. A general analysis of different "grooming policies" is carried out in [5] under the hypothesis of bandwidth-guaranteed traffic within a peer IPO model. When elastic traffic is considered, there is no obvious upper limit to the possible number of flows which is routed onto the existing logical layer. In this case, the need for the establishment of new lightpaths must be introduced based on some suitable parameter. We introduce this parameter, called optical opening threshold , as a threshold on the throughput that the incoming request would achieve on the selected route, defined as a fraction of the peak rate¨© . HopCons grooming is described in detail and its implications are discussed in [26] . Note that in all these cases if the source-destination pair is disconnected on the logical topology and no new lightpath can be installed between them, the incoming connection request must be refused even if it is elastic. This phenomenon is particularly evident at low/medium loads with grooming algorithms using aggressively the optical resources, as it was shown in [13] . Such unacceptable situations could be avoided by including a pre-defined spanning tree or any other basic logical topology to ensure the connectivity in the data-layer, a feature GANCLES is provided with, defining different pre-defined logical topologies (see [16] ).
When a lightpath needs to be released because it is not carrying traffic, the simulator gives the possibility of delaying the closure using a timeout, called optical closing timeout P ( . When no traffic is carried over some lightpath, it is kept open for the timeout period and gets closed only if its state does not change. This parameter can be specified by the user and can be adapted to the traffic characteristics, e.g. it can be set according to the mean interarrival time of datalayer requests. This dependency on the load structure can be very useful to avoid excessive oscillations in the logical topology, which are notoriously harmful to IP routing. Using management information it can be easily implemented in real networks.
III. PERFORMANCE INDICES
As discussed in Sect. IV, the phenomena involved in routing/grooming elastic traffic are rather complex, and often far from intuitive. The following performance indices blend both user-perceived performance and network operation costs, thus helping in understanding the global performance of the network. Q -Blocking probability. It is the probability that a flow is not accepted, either because of some CAC function decision or (in best-effort traffic) because no connectivity can be found between the source and the destination.
-Starvation probability. It is the probability that a besteffort flow closes during its life because it is not receiving service with acceptable quality. A flow Each time a new lightpath is established, some of the routing tables must be recomputed due to the new virtual topology. The rate of such changes is a good measure of the joint grooming and routing cost within the network. ; any value larger than one indicates unacceptable unfairness. This parameter is evaluated only for regular topologies and uniform traffic, since in other cases it is can be influenced by factors external to the grooming policy.
Many other unfairness indices can be defined, based on different flow characteristics, e.g., the flow granularity (see for instance [27] ), or in irregular topologies based on the source-destination 6 x 7 traffic relation. Distance based unfairness is however typical of elastic traffic and it can be interesting, as discussed in Sect. IV-A on a ring topology, to investigate whether grooming policies can relieve, at least in part, the skewed behavior induced by the max-min sharing criterion. In general the goal of a grooming algorithm is maximizing , while it is not always straightforward to define "a goal" for other performance parameters, since they can be subject to contrasting needs.
IV. A SAMPLE STUDY
In this work, we are interested in understanding the fundamental aspects of dynamic grooming in overlay IPO networks, and the inherent interaction with data-based, elastic, best-effort traffic. At the same time we highlight the features we have introduced in GANCLES.
As already mentioned we limit the study to overlay networks because of their inherent simplicity and because we deem they will be the first ones to be deployed. In overlay networks the control planes of the IP and optical network are completely separated and there is no information exchange between IP and optical routing entities: the two layers interact only through the lightpath setup or tear-down. Lightpaths setup is requested by the IP layer whenever it needs additional resources, and lightpaths are teared down when they are not needed anymore 1 . We investigate two different scenarios, that are complementary one another. 8-Ring -This is an 8-node (all G-OXCs) bidirectional ring topology, whose regularity features help in the interpretation of results. Besides, rings are among the topologies of choice for the realization of metropolitan area optical networks. Modified NSFNet -or NSFNet for short (see Fig. 6 ). This is a modification of the NSF network topology, where we have limited the number of G-OXCs to study whether an irregular, wide area, mesh topology with additional optical resources (the pure OXCs), with respect to the traffic generation points (G-OXCs) does influence the performance of dynamic grooming in overlay IPO. Table I summarizes the main simulation parameters that are kept constant throughout the simulations unless otherwise stated. Other parameters are defined and explained when needed.
A. 8-Ring topology
One of the wavelengths is reserved to realize a preestablished logical ring topology to ensure connectivity in the data-layer. Some results on this topology were included in [26] ; here we focus on the impact of the traffic model and on fairness issues. for the CBR and starvation probability b e for both the elastic traffic models
Let's first of all analyze the importance of using a realistic traffic model. Fig. 2 presents a comparison between the blocking probability 3 obtained using a circuit-based CBR traffic model (solid lines) with the starvation probability obtained modeling best-effort traffic relations using the TB approach (dashed lines) and the DB approach (dotted lines) when the three grooming algorithms VirtFirst (triangle marks), OptFirst (square marks) and HopCons (round marks) are used. For both elastic traffic models, the minimum requested rate is fixed to 1 Gbit/s. The difference in performance results yielded by the three approaches is dramatic, showing that the performance obtained by the considered grooming algorithms with CBR traffic is very conservative, leading to intolerable levels of blocking probability even for medium to low traffic loads. Instead, when considering a simplistic model of elasticity such as TB, the starvation probability is very low, almost negligible, and this is due to the approximation that a flow request is closed without considering if the data has been completely transmitted or not, thus reducing the actual network load. Therefore, we argue that using a more sophisticated, data-based traffic model exhibiting a realistic behavior is essential to evaluate the performance of any dynamic grooming algorithm. From now on we use only the DB traffic model.
We do not include throughput plots because it is useless to compare the throughput of CBR connections (constant!), with the one of elastic traffic. Moreover even the throughput of TB and DB model are not comparable, since the overall amount of transferred data is different.
We now concentrate on fairness issues, analyzing how different grooming algorithms in overlay IPO networks influence fairness. In particular we investigate two main aspects that influence fairness: the minimum bandwidth required by incoming flow requests, and the physical distance (in terms of the number of crossed OXCs) between the end-nodes of a flow. This latter problem was addressed in [27] in the context of peer IPO networks with a bandwidth-guaranteed traffic model. Resource sharing in general exacerbate the unfairness, because longer flows share the resources with more flows with respect to short ones, thus they remain longer within the network and the more they remain the more are the flows they compete with.
A first set of results regarding the fairness of different grooming algorithms for clients with different SLA requirements is shown in Fig. 3 . These results have been obtained differentiating the users in terms of the minimum bandwidth they require to the network to avoid starvation. In particular, we consider two classes of users. Class < with minimum bandwidth request Gbit/s. The upper plot shows the starvation probability and the lower one the average throughput. It is clear that the relative merits of grooming policies are unchanged by the presence of classes, but the main result to highlight here is that when considering a realistic traffic scenario, none of the grooming algorithms allows to improve the fairness with respect to the minimum requested bandwidth. The explanation is trivial, but the solution seems to be far more complex, like introducing some form of proportional scheduling in nodes or some form of CAC. In fact, when the traffic shares resources with a max-min fairness criterion, the available network resources are fully shared among all the accepted flows, and it is not possible to distinguish between traffic flows with different minimum bandwidth requirements. In other words, a flow with higher minimum requested rate gets starved with higher probability.
As easily predictable and analyzed in [27] , dynamic grooming is prone to an unfair behavior toward user pairs with a longer physical distance in terms of crossed OXCs. A ring is the ideal topology to analyze this behavior, since the regularity of the topology does not introduce any distortion effect. In general the dominating effect is that user pairs distant one another have less chances to setup a new lightpath. An intelligent grooming policy should compensate for, at least in part, this inherent unfairness by sparing optical resources to dedicate to longer flows. However, in an overlay model and without costly traffic measurements, this might not be easy to implement. A possible, partial solution, may reside in a more conservative closing procedure for long lightpaths. We have defined a LEngth DEpendent optical closing (LEDE) policy that defines the delay of closure for a lightpath of . We now study the fairness of the three grooming al- is the mean value of the time spent between the arrival of two flow-requests with the same USERS pair as source and destination.
The upper plot in Fig. 4 shows that the LEDE option effectively alleviates the unfairness, by uniformly reducing the fairness index. In particular, at very high load (for The impact of the LEDE option over the average number of links per optical path is well illustrated in the lower plot, which shows an average increase of Fig . 5 shows instead a useful 'side-effect' of LEDE. In fact, keeping lightpaths not carrying active traffic in the network open for longer periods, the frequency of routing table updates due to virtual topology changes is reduced, which is an important cost factor in an IPO network [15] . Starvation probability and throughput (not shown for the sake of brevity) show that this is obtained without average performance losses.
B. NSFNet topology
We consider the NSFNet topology with a mix of OXCs and G-OXCs as shown in Fig. 6 . We concentrate on the impact of IP flow requests granularity and the threshold 3 on the grooming algorithms performance, referring the reader to [13] for additional results on this topology. We first investigate the performance of VirtFirst and OptFirst as a function of the data-layer requests granularity. at low loads. On the other hand OptFirst ensures a higher throughput, but its advantage tends to disappear as the flows granularity decreases. As we did in the 8-Ring topology the "network disconnection" phenomenon can be avoided by pre-establishing a fully connected topology of lightpaths. Notice, however, that in this general mesh topology the choice of the preestablished topology can be non-obvious. For instance a minimum spanning tree can create artificial bottlenecks, while the presence of pure OXCs makes other choices, like for instance rebuilding the physical topology at the logical level, far less obvious than in a regular topology like the ring.
The last set of results is related to the impact of the threshold 3 . Fig. 8 presents the throughput and the starvation . VirtFirst is most sensitive to this threshold, but we also report the curves relative to OptFirst and HopCons with 3 H . OptFirst is obviously insensitive to 3 . Increasing 3
improves VirtFirst throughput and starvation probability as expected, but the performance remains well below OptFirst and HopCons. Indeed, the effect of limiting the data-layer path with HopCons policy seems to be the dominant effect, confirming that this grooming policy has a user perceived quality similar to that provided by OptFirst, while limiting the cost for the network. Fig. 9 reports the average number of hops 
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a comparative study of dynamic grooming algorithms in realistic scenarios with a databased traffic model including elasticity, together with the simulation tool (GANCLES) used to perform it.
The first part of the paper is devoted to GANCLES presentation, highlighting its innovative features and the management of different architectural models of IPO networks through the explicit simulation of the optical and IP network levels.
The second part of the paper discusses performance results of different dynamic grooming algorithms on two topologies: a ring and a modification of NSFNet. First of all it is shown how the traffic model impacts on results. Then several performance indices, including the throughput of elastic flows, the probability that the service they receive falls below an acceptable threshold causing the flow starvation, and fairness are compared for the chosen grooming policies assuming an overlay IPO model.
The results show that the use of simplistic traffic model in the design of grooming algorithms may bring to misleading conclusions. Moreover, it is shown that the presence of a double network layer (optical and IP) does not alleviate traditional fairness problems associated with best-effort, elastic traffic. Some form of compensations are possible through the use of smart grooming policies; however, in an overlay model, where no information is shared between the optical and the IP level, it is not easy to find the appropriate and definitive solution.
Further studies on dynamic grooming enabled by GAN-CLES include comparison between different IPO architectures, studying what is the amount of information that needs to be exchanged to allow "intelligent" resource use. In addition, grooming strategies, policies, and algorithms can be implemented and studied in the simulator as we did for the HopCons policy that, although very simple, allows overcoming some of the shortcomes of OptFirst and VirtFirst. Finally, one major question is related to the use of QoS routing either in the optical or IP network layer in order to understand how "intelligent" routing strategies do interact one another through grooming policies.
